






















Foreword by Julia Gualtieri,� 
Art Inquiry Visiting Scholar

If Martian Anthropologists came into New Urban Art’s this past July they would have seen 
teenagers sitting around a table surrounded by scraps of paper, notebooks and art projects 
and they would have thought, “Whoa, something is really going on here!” 

The 2014 Summer Art Inquiry was centered on the theme of “The In Between.”  This 
summer marked the ninth year that artists, mentors, and high school students convened to 
investigate and engage in creative practice around a given topic. The theme must encapsulate 
something all around us yet often overlooked, and also bursting with artistic possibilities. 
The Art Inquiry invites high school students to spend the summer focusing in on something 
that they might not have noticed, and then commissions them to develop an artwork on that 
theme.

When I was invited to be this year’s Artist-Scholar in Residence, I too started to see the “In 
Between” everywhere. The most obvious place I saw it was in the high school students who 
attend New Urban Arts. Teenage years are hugely transitional, standing on the threshold 
between childhood and adulthood. Students are figuring out who they are and who they might 
want to be, while outside forces impose their own rules. Curfews, cops, parents, school, 
friends, bands--being in high school is like the middle of a cyclone. 

Many students in this year’s Art Inquiry used their independent projects for self-examination 
and to reflect upon the disparities between their inner world and familial/societal pressures to 
become successful adults. The dominant vibe of the projects was an air of defiance, a 
declaration “this is who I am and what I care about and no one is going to take that away 
from me!” Right on for staking your claim! Other students used their independent projects 
to explore the blurring of reality and fantasy by reaching into their imaginations and paint-
ing/drawing fantastical and magical landscapes. I am reminded of something the cartoonist 
Lynda Barry once said: “We don’t create a fantasy world to escape reality, we create it to be 
able to stay.”  And by ‘stay’ she means survive.

In betweenness is embedded in New Urban Arts itself. Between 2013 and 2014 Elia, Ashley, 
Emily and Rob joined the staff and we said goodbye to Sarah and Jesse. This isn’t to say that 
the change felt abrupt. In fact in the seven years I have been involved with New Urban Arts, 
I have learned there is no such thing as a “normal year.” New Urban Arts is always chang-
ing, adapting, experimenting and growing--as an organization it seems to embody a perpetual 
state of being in between--yet remains warm, inviting and supportive.    



 

And what about the cities and towns we live in? Here in Providence, the city’s history is 
marked by booms and downturns. Providence bureaucrats are currently re-imagining the city 
as a “Creative Capitol” in the half empty shell of a once thriving industrial hub, while job 
scarcity, leaden soil, and poverty are an everyday reality. A creative capitol Providence may 
be, but that doesn’t mean it’s easy to live here and be an artist. 

Finally, in the year 2014, having an intimate relationship with your phone or computer is 
nearly mandatory. Humanity and technology are smooshing together. Everywhere you go 
people are staring down at their devices. We are entangled in an endless dopamine loop, the 
pleasure centers in our brains constantly rewarded with emails, texts, tweets, and likes. As the 
world becomes more networked and wireless, we don’t fully know how it will effect human 
interactions and relationships, how we learn, or how we face our collective challenges. 

The in between is everywhere--in our personal lives, in our communities, in the physical  
spaces we inhabit. By it’s very definition it is uncomfortable. It’s when you have left the fa-
miliar or an old comfort zone and are standing on the threshold of what is and what is to be. 
As we have seen from the 2014 Art Inquiry, turning discomfort into inquiry is a profound and 
powerful endeavor.



Introduction
During the summer of 2014, New Urban Arts invited two artist mentors, ten high school 
students, and one artist scholar to come together and explore through writing, discussions, 
adventures outside the studio, and art making, the theme of In Between.  We came to define 
“in between” as a state of flux, a transitional state that a person, object, or idea can exist in 
as it is stored or is transported between two other places.  It can be growth, change, 
transformation, or something that defies conventional definition or blurs the lines of 
stereotypes; it can be the creation of a new being from two opposite beings, or it could be 
simply a physical place on a map.  Together, we examined these ideas in relation to a weekly 
sub-theme.

Week 1: Real and Imaginary
Week 2: Evolution
Week 3: Gender and Identity
Week 4: Human and Machine
Week 5: Portals

We began each afternoon with a writing prompt.   
Prompts included:

If you could be a cross between two animals or objects, what would it be? What are your •	
     strengths and weaknesses as this creature? What are some of the challenges you face as    
     an in-between creature?  How do others relate to you?

If you could relive one day or time of your life, what would it be, and why?•	

Can machines love? Why or why not?•	

What are some of the pros and cons of being male or female?•	

Invent your drag persona.•	

Tell a story of a time you were in between destinations on public transportation.•	



Over the course of 5 weeks, students built on the ideas developed in their writings, and on 
ideas presented to them by other artists who work within the theme of In Between.  Together 
we made projects like, building a cyber body part out of found materials, inventing and 
drawing in-between mutant creatures, or designing social justice posters while also being 
responsible for making an independent project of their own design and construction. We 
traveled out of the studio and into the city of Providence for inspiration, too, even teaching 
workshops at the Corrugated Community.  We learned that we were all in between something.  
Whether it’s age, schools, jobs, homes, neighborhoods, races, cultures, relationships, genders, 
or identities, we are all alike in that we are uncertain about something in our lives and that 
it is natural to be In Between.












































































